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EL JARDIN BOTANICO 

A PROPOSAL TO TRANSFORM A GARDEN 
INTO A MONUMENT FOR CULTURAL IDENTITY 

CHRISTOPHER JULIAN HUNT 

ABSTRACT 

Between 1950 and 1980 the medieval core of Valencia 

lost 607. of its population, a precipitous decline from 

100,000 to 30,000 people in 30 years. This period roughly 

coincides with the period of dictatorship under Franco. 

As part of a much larger program for the recovery and 

rehabilitation of Valencia, initiated in 1980 by a new city 

government, this proposal explores the idea of transforming 

the old and neglected Jardin Botanico into a monument. As a 

monument it is intended to serve as a marker of cultural 

identity by preserving its form as a ancient garden, its 

characteristic irrigation pattern, and highlighting its 

presence in the city by flanking it with related high profil 

institutions. This transformation symbolises the presence of 

a new direction and marks a significant change in Spanish 

history and is intended to serve as a collective memory of 

the city’s origin and past as an agricultural center and as 

an indication of its future direction. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Man, as the highest being of creation, 
changes nature— even improves it— through 
art and invention; his habitats, in Strabo’s 
words, show that art is in partnership with 
nature. His environments may be those of 
art— the towns and cities, centuriation, 
clearings;, irrigation works, farming and 
viticulture— but they are really products 
of his divinely endowed intelligence; his 
inventions, tools and techniques spring from 
a higher creative source as he improves and brings 
the pristine earth to a finished state. 

This classical conception of man’s influence on the earth 

might well have sprung from a vision of Valencia before the 

mid-nineteenth century. Long known to travelers as a 

beautiful city surrounded by gardens, in the tenth century 

the suburbs of Valencia had so many orchards and 
flower—gardens that the city looked like a maiden 
in the midst of flowers, the scent of which perfumed 
the air. It became known as Mityab al-Andalus 
(The scent bottle of Andalus). 

And later in the nineteenth century, the Valencian novelist 

Blasco Ibanez wrote: 

The sky is of a brilliant blue that suggests terse 
silk. Near the seacoast are angular mountains, roughly 
scarped, with piercing towers that suggest a picture by 
Dore, and further inland, floating above the emerald 
lakes of the orange groves at their feet another more 
distant mountain range is clad in purple mist. The sun 
glides among the gases formed by the evaporation of 
incessant irrigation. 
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Valencia had been for centuries an extremely productive 

and intensively cultivated agricultural region. Its system of 

irrigation has been in constant use since the roman era and 

has been the subject of many hydrological and sociological 

studies. 

Yet today, Valencia has fallen into decrepitude, its 

still productive croplands, gardens, and orchards have been 

encroached upon by indiscriminate growth. The old medieval 

core of the city is decrepit and depopulated. After years of 

neglect and inaction, symbolized by the wasteland of the 

old Turia riverbed, a new activist city government, elected 

in 1979, began an intensive and thorough six year process 

of urban planning and revision which culminated in the 

Plan General. A complete remapping of the city and 

reorganization of government and administration, it set 

goals and priorities for the city. A major provision of 

the Plan General was a new awareness of the need for parks, 

a new respect for the agricultural lands surrounding the city 

in the clear delimitation of urban and agricultural land, and 

a new sensitivity to environmental issues: 

El Plan Especial del Saler es, ante todo, un Plan de 
Proteccion, apoyado en un exhaustivo estudio del 
ecosisterna natural, gravemente denado en algunos zonas 
por las primeras actuaciones realizados al amparo del 
anterior plan. Este plan especial se propone concentrar 
las actividades del parque natural en que se vera 
convertido todo el Saler, en la zone ya edificada y 
en la playa publica, limitando drasticamente la 
accesibi1idad al sur del canal Puchol (para lo que 
se desaconseja el desdoblamiento previsto de la 
carretera Nazaret-01iva) y actuando mediante la creacion 
de "zonas-tampon" que filtren adecuadamente a los 
visitantes de modo que se establezca una gradacion de 
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espacios, en funcian de su facilidad de acceso, que 
•facilite la conservacion y aislamiento de las areas menas 
a-f ectadas. 

The sharp contrast between ancient and modern Valencia, 

the unmistakable evidence o-f undesirable modifications of the 

landscape by human intervention, the loss of forests, 

wildlife, agricultural lands has undermined the philosophical 

underpinnings of Strabo’s classical idea of man’s stewardship 

over the earth. In another more modern sense, it can be seen 

as a failure of leadership and wise governance. Under Franco, 

Spain modernized rapidly but at great cost. The new socialist 

government seems more inclined to a broader idea of 

stewardship. 

As a small part of this new sense of stewardship, and 

after much research into the history and urban form of 

Valencia, this proposal intends to introduce three 

institutions, an institute of land policy, an administrative 

center for parks and recreation and an institute for 

botanical research, sited on the Jardin Botanico as its 

guardians, to support a rising environmental consciousness. 

In Barcelona, since the change of government in 1975, 

the urban revitalization can only be likened to a New Deal 

atmosphere where Oriol Bohigas - dean of the School of 

Architecture - became director of municipal planning. 

Reconstruction and improvement were emphasized rather than 

expansion given the limited resources of Spain as a whole. 

Parks became the central focus of improved public life, 

rather than massive housing projects. These parks, known 
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as "hard parks" -for their strict modernity, sought to 

consciously portray the city as activist, and progressively 

modern, as a clear rejection of a repressive dictatorial 

past. 

Curiously, though there is talk of recovering 
green space, little ecological or biological theory 
is discernible behind all this action. Spain lacks 
landscape architects and ecologists, so architects, 
urban planners, politicians, and artists are enacting 
their visions of what the late 20th century European 
city should be. 

Likewise, Valencia found itself with the potential for a 

grand park in the vacant bed of the Turia River. Thirty years 

before, in response to severe flooding the river was diverted 

in a crude and questionable act of engineering. 

This flooding in turn was caused by an accelerated 

deforestation of the Valencian hinterlands and revealed a 

long history of abuse and mismanagement of the land, an 

absence of a national land policy, and a failure of 

stewardship under the Franco regime. 

The new activist city government of Valencia, elected in 

1979, began an intensive and thorough six year process of 

urban planning and revision which culminated in the Plan 

General. One major component of this plan was a proposal by 

Ricardo Bofill to transform the abandoned bed of the Turia 

River into a grand linear park running through the city 

to its port and the Mediterranean. Submitted in 1982, the 

plan met with eventual failure for a complex of reasons 

political, financial, and aesthetic. Essentially it was 

too grand a proposal, more on the political and financial 



scale of Paris or Moscow than Valencia, a provincial city 

of 800,000. Unable to devote scarce resources to so grand 

a project, the proposal provoked political dissent -for 

its imperial scale and cost when so many other more immediate 

problems needed attention and was reduced dramatically 

to one segment from a total of 13. The remaining 

segments have been left open to other proposals. 

My proposal for the Jardin Botanico is intended as 

just such an alternative proposal and more along the 

lines of Kenneth Frampton’s article "Towards a Critical 

Regionalism" and the writings of Ignasi de Sola Morales 

on the "hard parks" of Barcelona. 
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

This proposal takes as its area of intervention the 

Jardin Botanico and the adjacent segment o-f the Turia Park 

as an opportunity and an example o-f how to better link the 

city to its grand park, and, on many levels o-f e-f-fect, as an 

architectural presence and organising element in the city. 

At its simplest and most local, the three proposed 

institutions -function to highlight, bound and protect, in 

this neglected and -forgotten corner of the city, the Jardin 

Botanico. The garden itself is full of very large and rare 

and beautiful trees, but hardly anyone goes there. Its 

presence, taking up space and money, is pathological to the 

city in its present state. Its origins are unclear, but 

its position near the historic moorish ghetto, the Moreria, 

on the old road to Madrid (in turn, an extension of the 

roman Decumanus), and its characteristic geometry and use 

of water suggest its antiquity and arabic origins. This 

area surrounding the garden was urbanised only after the 

Ensanche of the late nineteenth century when it became known 

as the Extramuros. Up until that time the area lay outside 

the city walls but within its barbican and was a neighborhood 

made up of stables, a wash-house, a slaughter-house, and a 

scattering of houses known as the Arrabal de Quart. As 

opposed to the Ensanche on the more wealthy east side of the 
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city, where there were fewer built obstructions, the 

Extramuros developed into a relatively poor neighborhood 

Since at least 1B92 a charity association has 

existed on the river side of the garden (Map #3). This 

neighborhood has at its center the plaza de St. Sebastian 

in front of the church of the same name and at the southwest 

corner of the garden The proposal intends to highlight this 

plaza as a gateway to the garden. 

On a somewhat larger scale, the position of the garden 

as a wedge of greenspace cutting into the body of the modern 

city from the much larger Turia Park allows a potential 

mediation between the city and its grand park. One of the 

faults of Ricardo Bofill's park proposal was its lack of 

connecting links with the matrix of the city. Given the 

position of the garden, the issues of connection, pedestrian 

circulation, transition and gradation of spaces are 

important features in the proposal's working as an 

institution in the fabric of the city and as a larger 

gateway to the city's Turia Park. 

At the head of the garden, facing the Turia Park, a 

new building is proposed to house, at its west end, an 

administrât!ve center for the Department of Parks and 

Recreation. Rising to a height above the local fabric 

it is intended as a profile building off the Turia Park. 

The rest of the building, sweeping in a great arc mimicking 

the curve of the river and resolving the difficult geometries 

of the site, houses the Institute of Botany, a state funded 
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facility to support agricultural research. On the opposite 

side of the garden, looking inward toward the city, an 

Institute of Land Policy bounds the garden to the south and 

leaves open the west corner facing the old Plaza de San 

Sebastian as the primary entrance to the garden. This 

institution, a library and research center for land policy is 

intended as a think tank for setting national policy on land 

issues, and a check on the work and proposals of the 

Institute of Botany. Thus these institutions are politically 

designed to check and balance each other. 

On the east side of the Jardin Botanico a long block 

of housing is left intact as a gesture of inclusion to the 
I 

neighborhood, yet is clearly bounded by two monumental 

cylindrical buildings at each end. These buildings serve 

similar functions. To the south, as an adjunct to the 

Institute of Land Policy, the cylinder serves as a library to 

house ancient and rare documents and maps on matters of 

land policy. To the north, the other cylinder serves as a 

seed bank or genetic library for the Institute of Botany. 

These forms in turn recall the twin towers of the old 

medieval gate Torres de Quart nearby. These monumental 

cylinders taken together with the tower of Parks and 

Recreation and the church on the Plaza de San Sebastian 

act to mark the four corners of the garden on an urban 

scale. The garden itself is marked at its four corners by 

towers topped with trees as in Lucca, Italy, as a shell 

within a shell 
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For the segment of the Turia Park faced by the Jardin 

Botanico, a simple proposal is made. With the old garden 

acting as a monument or museum of the city’s agricultural 

past, this segment of the Turia Park is given over to 

a series of victory gardens interspersed with research plots 

where an immediate and intimate dissemination of new 

agricultural techniques and high-yield plants might be 

effected. 

The new laws of the city, enacted under the new 

government, which strictly protect the historic medieval core 

of the city also state that no new structures may be built 

within the garden that alter its historic character. 

Researching the history of the Jardin Botanico reveals its 

original rectangular form was a product of its medieval 

irrigation system and that its trapizoidal shape was a 

result of the late 19th century expansion of the city in 

which a new street was introduced, calle del Turia, without 

any relation to the orientation of the garden. Houses were 

built up along both sides of the street and the area of the 

garden expanded to fill in the left over space. This proposal 

seeks to make note of this change by returning the garden 

to its original rectangular shape and leaving the remainder 

as a poche of different function, a cemetery. 

Three paths link the small neighborhood center, 

Plaza de San Sebastian, with the Turia Park. On the west 

a narrow alley between the wall of the garden and the wall 

of the Collegio de San Jose, calle de Beato Gaspar Bono, 
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is converted to an elevated promenade overlooking the 

garden. A second path is made across tram the Plaza de San 

Sebastian through a garden gate and traverses the garden 

in a gradual descent into the ground penetrating the back 

wall below ground where it then opens to a large space 

occupied by a long pool, an abstract recollection of the now 

absent river. The path proceeds across the pool, under the 

Institute o-f Botany where an opening and stair are made, 

and under the street to open through the old river quay 

onto a colonnaded porch -facing the Turia Park. A third path 

descends immediately from the street, calle de Quart, around 

the library of the Institute of Land Policy and proceeds 

down a straight paved path that divides the original 

rectangular form of the garden from a triangular piece 

now proposed as a cemetery and links up with the long pool. 

As the Jardin Botanico is highlighted as a fragment 

of the surrounding agricultural landscape embedded in the 

city, so to is the cemetery intended as a reintroduction 

of missing elements. During the enlightenment, for reasons 

of sanitation and the need for space all the city's 

cemeteries were removed to a municipal cemetery outside the 

city in what is now an industrial area. Given that these 

reasons for their removal are no longer valid, a 

reintroduction of a cemetery into the fabric of the city 

is intended as a clear escatological gesture, a reminder of 

our profoundly physical link with the earth. 
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Valencia itself is a provincial city. It occupies a 

peripheral position in world culture. And yet, like 

Barcelona 

in its situation on 
use to which it has 
its specific genius, 
the cultural milieu 

the periphery of the system and the 
been able to put this situation lies 
its special contribution not just to 

but also to contemporary debate. 

the Catalan architect, The Valencian architect, like 

has never been willing to 
ornamental attitudes from 
not only a certain degree 
but also a more empirical 
the project. 

give up more comprehensive and 
his own tradition, retaining 
of sensuality in the proposal, 
and particularistic approach to 

Given the situation of an architect making a proposal for a 

foreign city, this idea of regionalism will be explored as 

the dynamic relationship between centers and peripheries 

in the use of building techniques, materials, and typologies, 

contrasting the familiar and the foreign, as a means, by 

contrasts, of understanding better what is local and what is 

universal 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. (Blacken, TRACES ON THE RHODIAN SHORE, 147. 

2. Imamuddin, MUSLIM SPAIN, 85. 

3. Ayuntament de Valencia, LA CIUDAD QUE QUEREMOS, 38. 

4. Holden, Robert, "Barcelona Revitalised", LANDSCAPE 
ARCHITECTURE, january/February 1988,61 

5. de Sola Morales, MINIMAL ARCHITECTURE IN BARCELONA, 

5. Ibid. 
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APPENDIX 

A translation -from the Catalan o-f the introduction to: 

CARTDGRAFIA HISTORICA DE LA CIUTAT DE VALENCIA,- 1704-1910 
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AN URBAN HISTORY OF VALENCIA 

I) Ancient Valencias 138bc-718ad 

Evidence of pre-roman island settlement in Turia delta.(#1) 
This long disappeared branch of the river correspondes 
to the route of the 1957 flood. (#2) 
Official roman founding in 138bc considered the birth 
of the city. 
Choice of site determined by a number of factors: 

A rich fertile valley. 
One of the few harbors on the eastern coast. 
The crossing of the Via Augusta from Italy to Andalusia 
with the Turia River. 

The Cardo and the Decumanus still evident and the forum, 
at their crossing, in the Plaza de la Virgin. 
The Cardo corresponding with Navellos and Miquelet streets. 
The Decumanus with Almodi and Cavalles. Historical evidence 
of competition with nearby Sagunto. Very little trace of the 
roman city in the actual fabric of the city except as 
archeological findings. (#3,#4) 

II) Muslim Valencias 718-1238 

960 Water and Irrigation Rights (Aigues de Valencia). 
1021-1061 Reign of ’Abd 'al Aziz: 
Built the arab wall and the Alumnia. 

The city had grown covering what had been an island, with 
the city walls roughly following the bed of the old 
river branch. (#5,#6) 
A few fragments of this wall embedded in the urban fabric. 
The population now roughly 15,000. Growth of settlements 
outside walls: 

Alcudia and Vilanova to the north. 
Russafa, Raiosa, and Roteros to the south. 
Boatella and Xeria towards the Mediterranean: commercial 

Evidence of islamic urban pattern of short dead end streets 
embedded in a mass of housing. Only one arab building still 
standing: The Baths of Almiral. 

Ill) Medieval Valencia: 1238-1521 

1238 Conquest of Valencia by Jaume I of Barcelona. 
Conquerers settled in neighborhoods according to origin: 

503 
150 
127 
147 
141 

Conquered 
Moreria. 
The Mercat 

Barcelona 267 
Montpellier 99 
Tarragon 104 
Tortosa 127 
LIeida 

Moors confined 

Teruel 
Zaragosa 
Calatayud 
Daroca 

to a barrio outside the walls: 

(Market) first founded. (#7) 
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Churches built on the sites of mosques. 
The introduction of the gothic style, severe, cistercian 
which later evolved to more elaboration. Series of edicts 
issued to change the islamic form of the city in 1270, 1321, 
1337 intended as a whole reform of the city5 straightened 
streets, eliminated cul de sacs, changed street names, eve 
dimensions, etc. 1246 Jewish 
barrio defined by Jaume I 
First monastic buildings: 

population (6.5%) 
in 1391, 

confined to a 
(#8) and expanded 

Convents: 
S. Francesc 
S. Agusti 1238-1300 
de les Magdalenes 1274 
del Carme 1281 
de la Trinitat 1256 
Sant Domenec 

Public Buildings: 
L’Almodi 1307 
Casa da la Ciutat 1311-1342 

1356 new wall by Guillem Nebot 
Porta dels Serrans 1392-1393 replaced older Roteras. 
New walls included old barrios of Xeria, Roteros, Boatella, 
and Moreria. 
New convents built at the access points. 
Emergence of Bordel1 barrio near Moreria. (#9) 
1420: Population of 40,000 
148: 75,000 
Period of boom. 
Longa (The Exchange), Palau de la Generalitat, 
the University (founded in 1498 southeast of Jueria) by 
the master builder Pere Compte by the principals expounded by 
a french writer Eiximenis: "Five ways to make a beautiful 
city and beautiful buildings." But otherwise the city 
struggled in the words of a contemporary "trailing behind, 
with terribly narrow streets, and serious deformities." 

IV) Renaissance Valencia: 1521-1609 

Principal characteristic of the 16th century was a 
profusion of religious buildings. Mendicant order. (#10) 

S. Sebastian 1536 
S. Fulgenci, La Corona 1563 
S. Joaquim y Santa Anna 1564 
S. Joan de Ribera 1587 
La Sang 1596 
S. Gregori 1600 
Sta. Monica 1603 

A contemporary writer, Escolano, describes the city as one 
third occupied by religious buildings. A more accurate 
measure seems to be one sixth. 
Population: 60,000. 
The carrer de la Mar grew in importance as the principal 
axial street to the Mediterranean. 
Plaza del Mercat not only a commercial center but a religious 
one as wel1. 
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Contrary to other Spanish cities in which "the monarchy 
imposed a new urban condition, one in which the natural and 
the traditional were subordinated to the order of reason, 
according to absolutist principals", Valencia maintained its 
medieval configuration.—Banchis Guarner. 
The old Jewish Quarter,the Call, abandoned after the 
expulsion of its inhabitants, became the center of the 
building of the University: 

Collegi del Corpus Cristi 1586 
L’Hospital de pobre estudiante 
Collegi de Santo Tomas de Villanova 

de Na Monforte 
1591 initial work on the stone quay on the Turia River from 
the Puente de la Trinitat to the Puente del Mar extended in 
1596 to the Puente del Serrans and three years later to the 
Puente del Real. Built by the Fabrica de Murs y Vails. Period 
of Torre de la Generalitat 

Consultât de la Longa 
Palau de L’Ambaixado Vich 

A new artistic character evident in: 
Convent de Sant Miquel dels Reis 
Collegi del Corpus Christi 
Collegi de Patriarca 

V) Baroque Valencia: 1609-1707 

1609 Expulsion of the Moors, 30% of the population, 
provoked or exacerbated an economic depression. 
Urban transformations continued 
1677 the Cloister el Partit transformed into a 
municipal depo. 
The old fishmarket reformed. 
Despite depression new convents: 

Sta. Clara 
S. Josep <Port Nou) 

A city of convents at its greatest splendor: 41 total (#10) 
Basilica de la Mare de Deu del Desempanals: Diego Martinez. 
Port expanded 1673-1685: Tomas Guelda, 
improved the economic position of the city, but the port 
destroyed by a storm several years later. 
Continued work on the riverfront 1606-1674. 

VI) Illustracio (The Enlightenment): 1700-1800 

1704 first cartographic representation of the city: 
Tomas Vicente Tosca (#11) 

Period of Bourbon occupationsModifications by military code. 
Expansion of Ciutadella 
Demolition of the old Duana and neighboring houses 
Reduction of the number of city gates to 4: 

Serrans, Real, Sant Vicente, Quart. 
1768 Reial Academia de Belles Arts de Sant Carles:neoclass. 



New streets opened: 17B2: Trinitaris, 
1788: Zaragossa, Barriol 

Opening of the plaza de Sant Vicent Ferrer 
A period marked overall by the appearence of monumental 
buildings: The new Duana 

Palau de Justicia: Felip Rubio+ Tomas Miner: 
1760-1802 

Escoler Pies: 1767-1773 
The Temple 
Ajuntamento: Miquel Fernandez: 1761-1778 

The ancient church la Seu undergoes interior renovation in 
neoclassical style. 1788 New route to the port planned to 
replace the old Fado and Veil del Grau, inaugurated in 1802. 
1805 Cemetaries removed outside city walls to the Cristobal 
Saler Municipal cemetary, allowed expansion of streets and 
Plazas onto what had been parish cemetaries such as that of 
S. Francesc, despite the opposition of its members. 

VII) Beginning of the Bourgeois City: 1808-1874 (#12) 

Three Periods: 

1) First period: 1808-1836 

Napoleonic occupation: destroyed Palau Reial 
Esglesia de la Soldat 
Convent de la Saidier 

S. Joan de Ribera 
but generally a spirit of conciliation and constructiveness 
prevailed. New plazas opened and numerous urban spaces 
landscaped: La plaza de la Duana, el Jardin del Planter,etc. 
The ruling powers set up legal and economic mechanisms 
suitable for a liberal society. The task of tidying up, 
decongesting, and improving the different urban sectors was 
continued after the Constitution of 1812 essencially in the 
quarter del la Mar (Jardin de la Glorieta) and in the zone 
next to the river (Jardins de les Alberedetes del Serrans). 

Inside the city walls neighborhoods continued to make small 
and exact rectifications, alignments, and opened new streets 
on land made available by the removal of urban cemeteries. 

Cartographically, this was a period of military plans with 
strategic rather than urbanistic objrctives, but one which 
was faithful to the physical state of the city. (#13,#14) 
These maps essencial for understanding the complex road 
system, and the most lucid and up to date. 

2) Second Period: 1836-1864 

Began after the liberalization measures of 1836: resulted 
in the conversion of seven convents into public land of 
roughly 6V. of the cities buildings. In the first stages of 
conversion the old convents became barracks and the places of 
consolidation of civil and military institutions. 



After these changes of use important demolitions were 
undertaken which made possible the improvement of streets and 
the construction of needed urban infrastructure. On the land 
of the old Convent de Magdalenes, in the Plaza del Mercat, 
rose the new Mercat building, later also housing an 
annexation of the old slaughterhouse and fishmarket. This 
needed collection of functions permitted the insertion of the 
Plaza Redona in the place long occupied by the old 
slaughterhouse and fishmarket and created in the geometric 
center of the city a new space, symbolic and singular, of a 
uniform architecture, by the municipal architect Salvador 
Escrig in 1837. (#15) 

With the election of Josep Campa as mayor in 1843, a period 
of renovation began which demanded as its first measure the 
promulgation of a Code of Urban and Rural Policy (1844), 
executed in a viable plan concluded in 1853 (#16) which also 
served as a base for a normative and functional planning of 
streets and as a new model of the city. Under the guidence 
of this new legislation, the first operations appeared, whose 
only end was the best use of the land of the old convents de 
la Puritat, Merce, del Pla de la Saida, the left bank of the 
Turia, L’Hort Bremial d’En Sendia near the Portal Nou, etc. 

The new urban concept, together with the renovations 
derived from the application of the measures of 
expropriation, gave base to a process of change in the 
location of urban functions. The installation of the first 
railroad station (1852) in the old Hort of the convent of S. 
Francesc, the construction of the plaza de Bous (1857-1860), 
and the definitive move of the government from the plaza de 
la Seu to that of S. Francesc (1859) iniciated the 
displacement of the urban center to the south while in the 
opposite sector the bourgeoise channeled the consequences of 
the textile crisis into the creation of assistance 
establishmentss La Beneficiencia, L’Asil de Parvuls. 

But these reforms of the cities interior, which now 
approached a population of 100,000, were insufficient to 
improve the precarious condition most houses found themselves 
in, agravated by the excessive concentration of its 
inhabitants. A radically new plan was proposed to not only 
expand the perimeter wall but create new space in the old 
nucleus by cutting a 25 meter wide avenue through its heart. 
The authors of the proposal, Sebastian Monlean, Timoteo 
Calvo, and Antonino Sancho, tried with this proposal of 1858 
to present an alternative to the calculated, small and exact 
interventions that until then had been realized, with a 
proposal for a modern city of wide and straight streets in 
opposition to the old nucleus, which still had profound 
vestiges of its medieval structure. This project for 
expansion was not approved but served a useful function in 
raising public consciousness of the need for expansion, 
which culminated in the demolition of the walls in 1865. 



This was a key period in the spacial and formal development 
of the city. For the first time, in these large scale 
interventions, an incipient historicism appears, which after 
the crisis of academic teaching, presaged the end of 
neoclassicism and iniciated the eclecticisms which 
characterised the architectonic image of the city until the 
beginning of the 20th century. 

Cartography is scant but of excellent quality. (#15,16,17) 

3) Third Period: 1864-1874 

The third period opened with the Laws of Expansion in 1864. 
After the destruction of the walls, the city government 
presented proposals for the expansion to the city. A new 
proposal, formulated in 1868 and based on an earlier plan 
drawn up two years before, contained notable modifications 
required by the Regulations and tried to make the existing 
plan of the city compatible with the geometric plan for 
future growth. (?Influence of the Cerda plan for Barcelona?) 

The political crisis of 1868 halted almost certain approval 
of these proposals. The new urban objective was reoriented to 
a much more modest goal of improving the interior street 
system, widening streets for more rapid circulation (Pau), 
and converting the space occupied by the walls into a 
circumventional street (ronda) and connector to the future 
neighborhoods of the expansion. (Colom) 

It would not be until the restoration, with the 
reestablishment of more conventional politics and with the 
bourgeoise dedicated to its economic activities, that the 
definitive projects of the expansion and the Reform of the 
Interior began. (#18-#24) 

VII) The Restoration: 1874-1902 

1877 Census: 143,861 
1887 Census: 170,763 
1900 Census: 213,530 

As a suitable means to guide the growth of the city, 
Valencia opted, as most of the principal Spanish cities did, 
for the realisation of its expansion through the legal 
support of the Laws of Expansion, December 22, 1876. The 
problems the expansion sought to resolve were concrete. 
"Economically, the expansion is justified by the progressive 
scarcity and costliness of urban land; Hygenically, the 
expansion is justified by the impossibility of seperating 
housing from industry, and the inability to avoid the 
overcrowding and the insalubriousness of the traditional 
houses; Aesthetically, by the elaboration of a street system 
more efficient, sensible and complete."—Calvo Serraller. 



The gestation process of the expansion of the city began 
in 1876, when the city government established the "Commission 
for the Expansion" in accordance with article 10 of the Laws 
of the Expansion. Its planning development, however, would be 
a slow process and would not be concluded until 1887 with the 
approval of the project for expansion formulated by the 
architects Jose Calvo, Joaquim M. Arnau, and Luis Feireres. 
Its limits were circumscribed by an area delimited by two 
great perpendiculars— the river and the city limits— that 
included moreover an appendage that included the old town 
Russafa, incorporated in the municipality in 1877. (#25) 

With the expansion now configuring the growth of the city, 
the ronda (Colom, the street ocupying the place of the old 
walls) in its east zone acquired great distinction and housed 
the leaders of the upper classes in sumptuous buildings. 

The approval of the expansion allowed the ordination of a 
wide extension of land adjacent to the old city limits which 
little by little acquired an urban character. The zone that 
experienced the greatest development was the area between the 
streets of Navarro Reverter and Russafa. This is 
understandable given that when official approval for the 
expansion came there had already been "a multitude of 
buildings which had begun along such streets as Port, 
Pizarro,etc. and the exterior side of the elegant Colom had 
already been completely built up." 

The state of construction in the east zone, represented 
in the 1882 plan by military engineers (#26), clearly 
reflected the influence of the 1858 plan (#15) on the 
planometric configuration of the 1887 plan for expansion 
(#27), that in this zone followed the guidelines marked out 
for Port and its cross streets. In the area where this 
rectilinear layout was imposed, the only commercial 
establishment in the expansion was projected: a general food 
and fishmarket for a corner of the crossing of Port and 
Pizarro streets. 

The zone of the expansion , contrary to what is habitually 
affirmed, was not built entirely by a homogeneous grid. The 
recti1inearity of the plan was accomplished only, as 
indicated before, in the area between the Bran Via and the 
Marques del Turia (Port) and Colom. From Russafa to the 
northeast, the plan was conditioned by existing streets and 
urbanizations, and it would be more correct to speak of it as 
an internal reform, more an adjustment to the character of 
some of the proposed interventions: Turia, Pere Bonfill, Pare 
Manjon (this last street never realized). 

1891 proceded with the final demolition of the convent of 
S. Francesc, on whose land diverse urbanistic projects were 
proposed but never realized. Nor did the proposal by Luis 
Ferreres Soler, consisting of two grand perpendicular 



streets, one, 30 meters wide, cutting north-south through the 
old city -from the bridge of S. Josep to Russafa, and the 
other, 25 meters wide, cutting east-west uniting the bridge 
of the Reial with San Pere Pasqual street. (#29) 

In 189B a proposal for better connecting the city to its 
port was approved: the "Camino-Paseo de Valencia al Mar" with 
a clear intention of promoting the Garden City in Valencia. 
(#30,31,35) The intention however failed as many later such 
projects failed, only minimally realized and even recently 
impeded by the development plan of 1966. 

Valencia at the end of the century was made the subject of 
detailed study in the 14 sections which make up the "Plano 
Geometrico de Valencia" realized in 1892 by the "Commisio de 
Policia Urbana", which would be regarded as essencial for the 
elaboration of plans of internal reforms, some of which had 
already been begun. (#28) In this period the streets of S. 
Vicente, de Roger de Lluria and Barques were widened; new 
streets created Pasqual and Genis, and the decision to 
complete Pau was undertaken, in which can still be found a 
good share of modernist buildings. 

In the west zone, next to the left bank of the Turia River, 
the old town of Campanar was incorporated in the municipality 
in 1897. 

IX) The Spacial Configuration of the Bourgeoise City: 
1902-1910 

The first years of the 20th century constituted a stage in 
the agricultural and commercial development of the city which 
favored the execution of urbanistic proposals of the previous 
century. The proposals were divided into two parts: The 
expansion, and internal reform. Each sought support in 
specific legislation and would be developed by two different 
organizations: Internal reform by the "Commisio de Policia 
Urbana" headed by Federico Aymami Faura. The "Commisio 
d’Eixample", charged with regulating the growth of the 
exterior, was headed by Francisco Mora Berenguer. Both 
organizations planned ambitious urbanistic projects. 

The "Commisio de la Policia Urbana" presented in 1908 an 
ambitious proposal for internal reform of the historic center 
with new streets to its interior. (#33) 

Considered excessive by the "Junta Consultiva 
d’Urbanitzacio i Obres" which said that implementation of 
this proposal "would be the equivalent of a new city at the 
cost of innumerable sacrifices which the city government 
cannot support." Aymami prersented a new proposal reduced to 
three fundamental reforms: a widening of the Plaza de la 
Reina, a new outline for the Avingudes del Real, 40 meters 
wide, which would connect the Plaza de la Reina to the Porta 
del Real, and lastly to establish easy access to the Mercat 



by uniting the Plaza de S. Augusti and the Portal Nou by a 
wide street cutting through the old city. 

Municipal economic difficulties, a rapid succesion of 
mayors and regulators made the proposal unrealizable except 
in a partial completion of the Avinguda de l'Oest (by a 
project by Grolich) and the widening of the Plaza de la 
Reina, in both cases in a manner different than Aymami 
intended. 

The "Commisio d’Eixample" proceded in turn to expand its 
area according to the plan of 1884 and even extended the plan 
to the other side of the river. (#32) 

This proposal, by the architect Francisco Mora Berenguer 
in 190, approved by the central administration five years 
later, extended the rectilinear plan of the zone of Colom and 
made similar plans for the zone of the Quart. The new plan 
which tried to extend the grid overall, only met with 
approval in a reduced area between the Gran Via del Marques 
del Turia and the cami de Transits. 

The successive modifications of the Mora plan, caused 
principally by the application of the Municipal Statutes, 
impaired in part moderate and propicious densification. 

In the beginning of the century, other urban operations of 
long gestation were also culminated: the finalization of work 
on Pau (1903), and urbanization of the old barrio Pescadors 
(1908). In 1902 a new slaughterhouse was inaugurated and a 
series of grand public buildings begun: the Preso Model 
(1903), the new train station (1907-1917), the restoration of 
city hall (1910,1924,1952). 

The placement of the pavilions of the Regional Exposition 
of 1909 on the left bank of the river, iniciated a timid 
development in the area between the "Paseo al Mar" and the 
Turia River. (#35,#36) 

Of these pavilions, some still persist, of which the 
Municipal Palau merits distinction, a neogothic work of Mora. 
Another of great influence was the Fabrica de Tabacs, 
finished in 1909. 

A new bridge was begun, the Passarella, intended to improve 
access to the zone which began to consolidate in the decades 
of the thirties in which the barrio of the Exposition was 
created. 

X) Epilogue: 

During the epoc of the dictatorship, some proposals od 
Aymami were realized, such as the work of L’Avinguda de Maria 
Cristina and the disappearance of the "Devallada de S. 



Francesc" which decisively widened the Plaza del Pais 
urbanized by Graerlich in 1933. 

After the end of the civil war, the urban reforms continued 
in a partial form causing in 1942 the Collegi d’Arquitectes 
tD express its opposition to the said form of urbanization 
and began an elaboration of a plan of action for all the 
city. The eventual evolution of the plan of 1966, now severly 
criticized for allowing in the latter years of the 
dictatorship unchected growth and speculation, reflected 
negatively on the development of the city and altered the 
plan to such an extent that the old historic center fell into 
severe neglect. 

Currently, the old city limits have been the subject of a 
new plan represented by five "Plans Especial de Reforma 
Interior" and the old bed of the Turia River projected for 
transformation into an extensive green zone. The rest of the 
city has begun, with the revision of the Pla General 
d’Ordenacio" a new stage of extensive and wide ranging 
reform. 
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MAP #3 



MAP #4 

ESTRUCTURA HIPOTÈTJCA DE LA C1UTAT ROMANA 

Com que no ha estât trobada dap resta de la muralla romana, la reconstrucciô del seu peri- 
metre no pot ser fefaent, puix que només es fonamenta en indicis. L'estructura urbana de Va- 
lència hagué de ser semblant a la de les altr'es ciutats romanes: tingué un fôrum [1] (on ara 
es troba el temple de la Mare de Déu dels Desemparats) i una basilica [2] (que ara es la 
Catedral), en la confluència de dos carrers principals i perpendiculars, el kardo [a-a] que tra- 
vessava la ciutat de nord a sud (probablement prop dels carrers moderns del Salvador, del Mi- 
quelet i de Saragossa) entre les portes Saguntina [3] i Sucronense [4], i el decumanus [b-b] que 
la travessava d'est a oest (possiblement per prop dels actuals carrers del Palau i de Cavaliers). 
Aquesta i les altres representacions del antics perimetres i estructures de la ciutat que figuren 
en aquest llibre, han estât projectades damunt el plànol de Valèricia de T. V. Tosca (1704). 



MAP #5 

LA CIUTAT ARAB 
El recinte emmurallat àrab construit a mitjan segle XI per 'Abd aWAziz, seguia en general 
el llit del primitiu braç meridional del riu Guadalaviar, a la vora esquerra del qual hi havia 
els ravals de VAlciidia i la Vilanova (amp l’Almünia o parc reial); a l’est de la muralla hi 
havia el raval de la Xarea o Mussalla, i al sud el de la Boatella. Intramurs, el barri comercial 

o Alcasseria es trobava entre les actuals places de Collado, Saragossa i el Cabdill. 

1. Mesquita major. 4. Bab al-Sakhar. 8. Bab al-Kaysariya. 
2. Alcàsser. 5. Bab al-Warraq. 9. Bab Baytala. 
3. Alfàndec. 6. Bab al-Qantara. 10. Bab al-Xari’a. 

7. Bab al-Hanax. 
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V 



MAP #7 

LA CIUTAT CRISTIANA EN LA PRIMERIA DEL SEGLE XIV 

1. Porta dels Roters. 
2. Porta dels Catalans. 
3. Porta del Real. 
4. Portal de N’Avinyô. 
5. Porta de la Xarea. 
6. Portal de N'Esplugues o 

del Trabuquet. 
7. Portal de Na Xamorra o 

de Sant Jordi. 

8. - Porta de la Boatella. 
9. Porta Nova. 
10. Porta de la Moreria. 
11. Mesquita de la Moreria. 
12. Sant Nicolau. 
13. Sant Bartomeu. 
14. Sant Llorenç. 
15. Sant Salvador. 
16. Sant Esteve. 

17. Sant Tomàs. 
18. Catedral: Sant Pere. 
19. Santa Caterina. 
20. Sant Marti. 
21. Sant Andreu. 
22. Plaça del Cabrerots. 
23. Plaça de la Figuera. 
24. Sinagoga major. 
25. Sant Joan. 
26. Santa Creu. 



MAP #8 

LA C1UTAT EN L'ANY 1391 

La nova muralla cristiana constrüida el 1356 havia inclàs dins el recinte urbà els antics ravals 
dels Roters, a l’oest, la Boatella, al sud, i la Xarea, a Vest. Intramurs subsistien dos barris 
tancats, el de la Moreria i el de la Jueria, la quai el 1391 fou considérablement ampliada. 
1, Porta de la Mar: 2, Portal dels Jueus; 3, Portai de Russafa; 4, Porta de Sant Vicent; 5, Portai 
de Torrent; 6, Portai de Seize Claus; 7, Porta de Quart; 8, Portal dels Tints; 9, Portal Nou; 

10, Porta dels Roters; 11, Portal dels Catalans; 12, Porta del Real 



MAP #9 

LA CIUTAT DE VALENCIA UANY 1456 

J, Porta de la Mar; 2, Portal dels Jueus; 3, Portal de Russafa; 4, Portal de Sant Vicenf 
5, Portal de Torrent; 6, Portal del Coixo; 7, Porta de Quart; 8, Portal dels Tints; 9, Portal 

Nou; 10, Porta dels Serrans; 11, Portal dels Catalans; 12, Porta del Real 



MAP #10 

LA CIUTAT CONVENTUAL DE L'ÈPOCA BARROCA 

Segons comenta Houston, les fundacions eclesiàstiques ocupaven quasibé la sisena part de 
l’espai intramurs i estaven molt ben situades, vora les portes de la ciutat 

1» ta Seu; 2, la Verge dels Desemparats; 3, Sant Joan de V Hospital; 4, Saut Marti; 5, Sont Andreu; 6, Santa Catcri- 
na; 7, Sant Joan del Mercat; 8, Sant Tomas; 9, Sant Esteve; 10, Sant Nicolau; 11, el Salvador; 12, Sant Llorenç; 
13, Sant Bartomeu; 14, la Santa Creu; 15, Sant Miquel; 16, la Congregacid; 17, Sant Domtmec; 18, el Pilar; 19, 
Sant Francesc; 20, la Corona; 21, Sant Agusti; 22, Sant Fulgenci; 23, el Carme; 24, la Mercé; 25, la Compendia; 
26, Sant Pau; 27, Magdalenes; 28, les Cate ines; 29, la Puritat; 30. Santa Clara; 31, la Presentaciô; 32, Santa Tecla; 
33, Sant Cristofol; 34, Santa Ürsula; 35, Sant Gregori; 36, el Peu de la Creu; 37, VÉncarnaciô; 38, Santa Anna; 39, 
Sant Josep; 40, Trinitaris; 41, el Temple; 42, la Calatraia; 43, Sant Jaume d’Uclcs; 44, la Creu Noca; 45, el Pa- 
triarca; 46, Sant Jordi; 47, els Tomasins; 48, la Purificacid; 49, els Reis; 50, VAssumpcid; 51, els Xiquets de Sant 
Vicent; 52, Palau arquebisbal; 53, Casa de la lnquisiciô; 54, Contraria de Sant Jaume; 55, Santa Llucia; 56, Sant 
Carles; 57, la Sang; 58, Casa de Sant Vicent Ferrer; 59, el Refugi; 60, VEscola Pia; 61, la Misericdrdia; 62, el Miracle 
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MAP #28 

DELIMITACIÔ DE LA ZONA PERIMETRAL DE CADASCUNA DE LES SECCIONS DEL PLÀNOL 
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